Best Practices for Engaging Communities in Citizen Science:
Recruitment & Retention in COASST
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Introduction

Methods

Coastal Observation & Seabird Survey Team (COASST) is a beached bird
citizen science program gathering high-quality and near-real time data shared
with scientists and resource management agencies. Understanding how
individuals become engaged in citizen science projects, and what
motivates them to continue and deepen their involvement, is crucial to
long-term and broad- scale citizen science programming.

COASST Participant Focus Groups
Identify additional factors associated with participant engagement/retention,
motivations, and interests
• 9 focus groups in communities throughout CA, OR & WA
• Active COASSTers (for 1+ years) from
focal communities
COASSTers
• 8-15 participants per focus group
discuss focus
group questions
• Tables of 3-5 participants, 2-3 tables
in table group
per focus group
• For each question: record individual
responses, table ideas, new ideas from
share-outs – each response on single
Post-It, combine all responses on table
A table’s
arrangement of
poster

Using COASST as a “model” coastal citizen science program, we qualitatively
examined factors affecting participant recruitment and retention to
identify fundamental features of the program that may be translated into
other existing or beginning citizen science projects. This was Stage Two of a
three-stage mixed-methods study.

Coastal Observation And Seabird Survey
Team (COASST)
Why citizen science?
No single researcher or resource manager alone could collect the breadth
or consistency of data that people living in coastal communities can. People
visit local beaches all the time and are often seeking ways to steward the
marine resources and places they care so much about.
Why beached birds?
Within the marine environment, seabirds
are indicator species. Like the “canary in
the coal mine”, their populations can signal
overall ecosystem health, as well as help
scientists understand ocean weather
patterns, predator behavior, fishing impacts,
and oil spill effects.

COASST participant (i.e. a
“COASSTer”) conducts beached
bird survey

About COASST:
• Long-term monitoring (17+ years) of beachcast birds
• Trained participants document bird encounters through carcass
measurements and photo evidence; every observation validated by
experts
• University of Washington – expert staff and researchers
• Broad spatial-extent data tells where organisms are and when they’re
there

Implications

responses by
level of
importance for
‘why stay’
question

Questions:
1.) Why did you join COASST?
2.) Why do you stay involved in
COASST?

Findings
We asked key questions of the data about why people join COASST, and why
people stay. Some questions are around factors we presumed to be important a
priori before conducting focus groups; some emerged from our experiences
during the focus groups or during data analysis. We analyzed the number of table
groups (approx. 21) and number of individual references (each time something
was said) for each specific factor.
There were major factors & several sub-factors COASSTers cited most
frequently. These were important features for both why people join and why they
stay in COASST. Factors influencing “why join” appear to evolve and develop
over time, leading to increased and more specific statements about how the same
factors continue to influence “why stay involved”.

Summary of major factors influencing COASSTers’ decisions to join and stay in program

Findings suggests that initial structure is important for participant
recruitment, and that these support systems must remain consistent and
continue to be of use in evolving ways for participants in order to support
keeping people involved in the program.
Organized and clear systems are important for participant retention.
Having systematic protocols for running trainings and collecting/reporting
data fosters the sense of real science and creates clear communication
channels (through program structure and staff) overall, encouraging program
understanding and engagement. While often in citizen science the question is
whether participants’ data can be trusted, findings imply trust goes both ways,
as the program’s own credibility can be a driving factor for COASSTers.

Recommendations
Study Subject
• Identify what people are
already interested in
• Find out what people are
motivated to learn more
about

Predominant aspects of program offered as
reasons for joining (measured by individual
references)

COASSTers refer to additional and more
specific reasons for staying compared to why
they joined (measured by individual references)

Recognizable
Organization
• Determine how
trust/credibility will be
established
• Know ways data will be
used

Quality Program
• Establish capacity to
support trainings,
materials, communication
• Create feasible participant
responsibilities
• Build a unique community

As an organization or educator looking to start or participate in a citizen
science program, consider what step you’re at in this COASST model. If
you’re already connected to an organization you may be ready to focus on
developing the program itself. If you have an idea for a program or good
study subject, it may be useful to find a research partner to work with to
help you expand. A forthcoming product of this research will be a Coastal
Citizen Science Best Practices document for citizen science practitioners
outlining this work in further detail.
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